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Hauptwerk feature comparisons
Editions
There are three editions of Hauptwerk all of which may be downloaded from our website at
www.hauptwerk.com/downloads, or ordered on DVD-ROM at www.hauptwerk.com/store. The download or
DVD-ROM contains all editions in one installer.
Hauptwerk editions include:
The Advanced Edition, which contains all functionality.
The Basic Edition, which has a subset of the functionality of the Advanced Edition for those on a
tighter budget.
The Free Edition has a subset of the functionality of the Basic Edition for home practice use for
students and others who, for any reason, aren't able to afford a license.

The Basic Edition is functionally identical to the Advanced Edition, except for the following limitations:
Its polyphony is restricted to 1024 simultaneous voices (pipes).
You can load a maximum of 3 GB of sample data into memory at a time. You can load larger sample
sets, but you will need to disable some ranks.
No multi-channel audio output facilities.
No multi-monitor/multi-touchscreen support.
Maximum of one Piston Toolbar per console display page.
No user per-pipe real-time voicing facilities.
No wind supply model.

The Free Edition has all features of the Basic Edition except:
Its polyphony is restricted to 256 simultaneous voices (pipes). That's sufficient for practicing with a
reasonable number of stops on organs with small and medium-sized acoustics.
You can load a maximum of 1.5 GB of sample data into memory at a time. You can load larger
sample sets, but you will need to disable some ranks.
24-bit or 32-bit sample sets will work fully, but can be loaded in a maximum of 16-bit resolution.
Non-commercial, home personal use only.
No support. You must buy a licensed edition if you need help or advice from us.
You may use the Free Edition on only one computer at a time.
You cannot use commercial sample sets if they are licensed via the Hauptwerk USB key (unless you
have a license for them on an attached Hauptwerk USB key for an earlier Hauptwerk version).
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